
How To Succeed in School 

Attending Class and Meeting Deadlines 

 You should be in class, on time, prepared and attentive. 

 If you miss many days in class, expect those absences to affect how well you understand what is going on the 

class.  Class activities develop necessary information not found in your readings/textbooks. 

 If you must miss a day, get missed assignments, notes and handouts from a classmate or instructor before you 

return to class to be as ready for class as the students who were there.  

 Turn your work in on time.  Assignments are designed to ensure that you know what you need to in order to 

move on.  Saving everything until the end will affect your ability to move forward. 

Taking Notes 

 I expect you to know what I tell you in class, even if I say it only once. 

 Write your notes legibly, in outline form, not in full sentences. 

 Write down definitions, deadlines, terms to look up later, homework assignments, key quotes, dates, and 

anything I emphasize. 

 Actively use these notes when reviewing for discussions, papers, exams.   

Studying 

 Is NOT cramming. 

 Is a consistent, frequent, and active reviewing of notes, annotations and readings. 

 Keep up with readings. 

 Test your knowledge with a partner or study group.  Research shows that students are more successful when 

they reflect and discuss material outside of class. 

 Work on long-term projects consistently rather than waiting until the last minute. 

 Since no one is checking up on you, you do have the choice not to study.  Hwoever, expect that choice to 

SERIOUSLY impact your grades.  It is YOUR choice. 

Time Management 

 Write due dates on a calendar, and schedule times for homework and studying. 

 Cramming typically does not produce grades as high as those who regularly schedule time out of class for 

learning.  Again, it’s your choice. 

Reading  

 There are different ways for reading textbooks, articles and literature (novels, fiction, poetry).  Reading 

textbooks and articles quickly does not lead to a well-developed understanding of these types of text. 

 Annotate your reading by marking key quotes and terms, noting important symbols, jotting down questions, and 

main points for later review.   

 Have a dictionary on hand.  You simply MUST look up words you’re unsure about, or else you will not 

understand what you are reading. 

Writing 

 Treat writing as a process of prewriting, drafting, and editing (which includes what we call proofreading), with 

most of the time spent in the prewriting and editing stages. 

 Think carefully about the purpose and audience for your writing before you start. 

 Have a clear sense of organization in your writing, including an introduction, body, and conclusion. 

 Always write formally, with correct sentences, proofread, typed and neat. 

 Use tutors to help you with the writing process. 



How To Fail in School 

Attending Class and Meeting Deadlines 

 Be late to class. 

 Miss more than a couple of weeks of class. 

 After missing classes, do nothing to catch up. 

 Try to hand in work late, even when deadlines are firm. 

Taking Notes 

 Sit back in your seat and trust that you’ll remember everything said in class. 

 Take minimal notes.  Write down only what I tell you to write down. 

Studying 

 Fall behind on your readings or homework, or skip some. 

 Treat your notes as a mere record of class.  Write the notes, bring them to class (sometimes) and put them away 

when you get home.  Don’t look at them otherwise. 

 Procrastinate. 

Time Management 

 Don’t write down deadlines to remind you of dates. 

 Expect that the only time you will need to spend is time in class. Don’t spend time outside of class working on 

this course. 

Reading  

 Skim your readings. 

 Don’t take notes of what you read. 

 Dictionary, schmictionary!  Skip over words that you don’t know and assume that if a work is familiar, you must 

know what it means. 

Writing 

 Work on assignments the day before they are due. 

 Feel free to write the way you talk to a friend.  After all, class is pretty laid back. 

 Don’t worry about correctness or polishing your writing.  Your ideas are all that really matter! 

 


